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Approximate structure of naphthazarin C^oH,^Oo(OH)2, form II, (Borgen, 
1950), belonging to the space group, P;>i/., has already been determined at room 
temperature by Sriyastava (1958, 1960) and by Billy (1958). The present communi­
cation deals with the refinement of its molcMudar structure })V cmjiloying the low 
temperatur(* Weissenberg techniijue and difference synthesis arid least s(puir(‘ 
method.
A single crystal of naphthazarin was subjected to a low temperature of -140*C 
and the Weissenberg photographs along u- and &-axis y ere taken in a semicylin- 
(Irical camera of diameter 5.75 cm. The unit cell parameters at -  14(Pr and 
+30*^0 (room temperature) are given below
at -140"0 at+30°C
u 7.70±0.01 A 7.90±().0] A
h 7.27±0.0I A 7.27i0.01 A
c, 16.52±0.02 A 16.91 ±0.02 A
/I I23°30'i;r)' I24°38'±r>'
The ft-axis lias been found to remain unchanged in this temperature range.
The final atomic co-ordinates of the asymmetri(^ unit are given in Table I. 
The electron-density projection on the plane (010) has been shown in Fig. 1. The 
difference map clearly indicates the position of hydrogen atoms in the molecule. 
Isotropic form of temperature parameter was used for individual atoms and the 
discrepan(‘v factor R was found to be O.l 1 (without including the hydrogen atoms). 
In case of the unobserved planes, half the minimum observed value of the struc­
ture factor was taken in the calculation of R,
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TABLE 1
Atomic co-ordinates at
Molecule at 0,0,0 Moh^ cuh^ at ii/2,0,0
X Y Z X Y Z
oA OA A A oA A
1.8250 0.9000 1.6250 F'. 5..3875 —0.5000 2.1500
ih 2.4250 —0.0250 2.8875 6..3750 0.6500 2.6500
(!;, 1.6750 — 1.2625 2.7250 6.0750 1.7375 1.6375
0., 0.2250 — 1.5375 1.1750 O'. 4.6875 1.6875 0.0000
Cp 0.3750 0.6250 0.0875 C'p 4.0125 —0.5375 0.5250
Oi 2.5750 2.0250 1.9000 O'l 5.7250 — 1.4625 3.1250
0 , —0.4250 —2.6875 1.0750 O', 4.4500 2.7000 —0.87.50
The refined structure of naphthazarin is being published in detail elsewhere,
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